Founded in 1932, the Malayan Law Journal (MLJ) is the oldest and most authoritative case law reporter in Malaysia with an unrivalled reputation. It is the preferred and most widely cited law journal of the courts and practitioners in Malaysia and is known for its high quality headnotes and summaries of each reported case.

Part of the Malayan Law Journal family, MLJournal In Focus, is a specialized case law report which provides an in-depth analysis on specific areas of law and it covers 3 times more coverage on the subject area than the Malayan Law Journal.

**Key Features**

- Cases by subject area
- New Catchwords which now provide a thorough dissection of the judgment and first view of case specifics
- New Editorial Note that provides a brief on other matters discussed and gives an upfront notice on other areas covered
- New Citation based on subject area
- 3 times more coverage on the subject area than MLJ
- Available in 3 formats
  - Online (additional module on Lexis Malaysia)
  - Hardcopy (quarterly hardbound volume)
  - iPad eBook (quarterly release)

**Overwhelming Feedback**

- "Easier to zoom into the area concerned"
- "Reduces search time"
- "Easy reference to the particular practice area I am in and it is comprehensive enough"
- "Placing the catchwords on the top of the case makes it significantly easier"
- "The editorial note is a welcome feature"
- "Fast and easy research"

Available in 3 formats

For further information or to place an order, please contact us at 1800.88.8856 or e-mail help.my@lexisnexis.com